Status Report:

1. Kick off meeting 2007 in Geneva
   Presentations of the various systems, Questionnaire
2. 2008 in Paris
   Discussions of the answers of the Questionnaire
3. 2008 in Geneva
   Preparation of the Terms of Reference
4. 2009 in Stockholm
   Discussions about the approach of the CRO
5. 2009 in Melbourne
   Preparation of the CRO (proposal)
6. 2009 Geneva
   Presentation of the CRO
Next steps (Presentation Geneva 2009)

» Call for comments in accordance to the proposal of the Common Regulatory Objectives (CRO)

» in doing this members should involve national groups of stakeholders (especially in industry) properly

» if there is a need to get deeper information (e.g. by a workshop) on national level SIEEE officers are happy to give assistance (training courses for regulators)

» next Sector Project Meeting August 2010 in Berlin parallel to the IECEx-meeting

1. Project Plan: Convergence of Technical Regulations
2. Market Surveillance Activities
Plan: Promote SIEEE to various regions of interest by means of **Workshops**

Outputs:
- Comprehensive description of the methodology of the system
- Guidance documents for the various stakeholders (Regulators, Market Surveillance, Manufacturer, Operator, Inspection bodies)

Steps:
- Looking for partner and funds (~300,000 $)
- Starting as soon as possible, duration of the Project about 2 years
- Organization of the Workshops (Meet local contact partner and prepare a marketing plan, …)
- Preparations of the Documents (Guides, Action plans, …)
2. Market Surveillance Activities

CRO Part 6: Market surveillance

» A Market Surveillance network specialized in Ex-Equipment is to be formed and operated (UNECE-ExMars)

» For critical non-conformance of Ex-Equipment an Alert-System is necessary

Ex - Market Surveillance Concept based on the general concept on the „MARS“ Group

Strategy:
• Developing a general procedure for market surveillance (GMSP)
• Increasing cooperation with stakeholders and sharing the work of Market Surveillance internationally
• Increasing the visibility of Market Surveillance to the outside world
2. Market Surveillance Activities

Phase 1: Preparation
• Guidelines for the Ex-Market Surveillance Activities based on the general concept + a German document of the MS
• Market Surveillance Network (e.g. IECEx-Internet-Platform)
• Discussion about an *Arbitration Board*
• ...

Phase 2: Execution
• Practical Tutorials by means of MS-Workshops with the basis of the Guidelines
• On-site supervision

Phase 3: Stakeholder Contact Phase
• Conformity Assessment Bodies (CAB)
• Internet Platform (e.g. IECEx)
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Presentation of SIEEE and UNECE WP.6
• Introduce and Promote our Workshop
• Introduce the Market Surveillance Activities